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11/24/2022 News: Extremely Hot News: Jared Rand 
11/23/2022 Conference Call Articles, Q Drops: Sananda: Do 
Not Become Disheartened by the Illusion Playing Itself Out, 
Tunia: Suffering Is Not Good for People 
 

Jared Rand’s Notes 11/23/2022 Conference Call  
 

-) The first thing to roll out is “The Republic” Government 
going back to the original Constitution and the original ideas and 
documents from the founding Fathers and Saint Germain. (Yes, 
Saint Germain was involved in the original drafts of the Declaration 
of Independence and the Constitution).  

-) The reason we have not transitioned yet is “there is not 
enough bad guys or deep state rats” out the way yet. 

-) NO ONE knows the timing of the release of major transition 
actions like: NESRA/GESARA, The Republic, GCR, R/V, Gold 
Standard for all currencies, & the QFS (Quantum Financial System). 
Even the high-up “White Hats” do not know the exact timing of the 
goals needed to be reached: mostly as many deep state rats to allow 
it all to be done safety and NEVER going back to the old system. 

-) Still, part of it is to “Wake-Up” the sleeping public.  
-) Big Revelation: THIS WILL HAPPEN!! WHY, because the 

vibration or frequency of this planet and humanity is ever increasing 
and is extremely high; that evil on this planet cannot and will not 
operate!  

news:Gene


Sananda: Do Not Become Disheartened by the Illusion 
Playing Itself Out Excerpt: 
 

“And there are many, many changes that are happening within 
all of you now. 

Yes, there are changes outside of yourself in the external world, 
certainly, but there are so many changes that are happening within 
you, within your DNA processes, with your DNA reconnecting to 
bring about much more change within you. And in doing so, without 
you even knowing it most of the time. But there are those moments, 
whether in your dream state or your waking state, that you become 
aware, more fully aware that you are so much more than just this 
physical body, this consciousness within a physical body. Because it 
is your consciousness first, and then your physical form.” 

Tunia: Suffering Is Not Good for People Excerpt: 
 

If we had a hurt person in our care, we wouldn’t hurt them even 
further in order to so-called motivate them. We would care for them 
and give them what they needed and we know that in time, their 
natural motivation would come back. 

This is also why I very much do not like the current message that is 
being spread by the white hats or counterforces, which is that it’s 
good for Earthlings to go through a period of suffering now in order 
to “wake up” and learn their lesson. 

We do not agree. We Pleiadians do not think that it is beneficial for 
people to suffer, and certainly not this much, for this long. This 
much suffering just breaks people. In fact, it has already broken a lot 
of people. 

Even if someone wants to argue that suffering is necessary for people 
to learn their lesson and to not let themselves get manipulated in the 



future, I would argue that people have suffered more than enough 
already for this purpose. 

We would also like to note that in many cases, these white hats or 
counterforces are not themselves at risk of becoming homeless. Plus, 
in many cases they have access to reliable information so they know 
what’s going on, which means that they themselves do not suffer 
from the confusion and uncertainty that many Earthlings are 
suffering from. 

I really do not like this Earthling pattern of someone letting someone 
else suffer, and telling them this is good for them, while not 
undergoing this same suffering themselves. 

Pleiadian High Council: The Mathematics of Awakening  
Excerpt: 
 
This is the shift. This is the ascension. This is the awakening of your 
species into such a deep level of unity that when you emerge from 
this process, much like a butterfly from its cocoon, you will have 
changed so dramatically that you will no longer recognize your earth 
as it is now. 

For although you are seemingly surrounded by much chaos and 
disillusionment, this is but the expression of the unbalanced 
mathematics that must come into frequency lock and harmony with 
the new earth dimension that you are awakening into. 

The grid systems of your reality are shifting and phase-locking into a 
new dimensional expression, and as such, this tends to cause what is 
typically viewed as chaos. But this is simply the mathematics of a 
system going into disorganization, and then into still point, in order 
to emerge evolved in a higher form. This is happening on an 
individual, societal, and collective level within every being upon your 
planet. 



We are; we can be; we come to serve as a focal point ~ a light in the 
darkness upon which you can focus, keeping yourself steady in your 
forward movement; keeping yourself rooted as the rest of you unfolds 
and expands into a greater reality. 

Q Drop 4962 

Nov 11, 2022 8:45:15 AM EST 

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 000000 No. 17751801  

Who are the Silent Thieves?  

Why are they manipulating you?  

How are they stealing your wealth?  

Bubble.  

Crash. Steal. Lie. Repeat.  

What is inflation? Monetary manipulation.  

Taxation without representation.  

PUT AN END TO THE ENDLESS.  

1913.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q 4963 

Nov 18, 2022 7:21:01 PM EST 

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6e51ef No. 17788718  

Runbeck. 

 Dominion.  

SOS Offices.  

Investigators.  

https://qalerts.app/?n=4962
https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/17751557.html#17751801
https://qalerts.app/?n=4963
https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/17788480.html#17788718


Researchers. 

 Whistleblowers. 

 Patriots in trusted positions.  

Trust yourself. 

 You have seen the truth.  

Time to show the world. 

 Focus. 

 FOCUS. 

 Ascension. 

 Q 

Sananda: Do Not Become Disheartened by the Illusion Playing 
Itself Out 
Posted on 11/18/2022   

 
 
I am Sananda. I come to be with you at this time to continue to give you 
hope. To continue to provide further understandings of all that is 
happening in your lives, and all of the lives of the collective consciousness 
of man throughout the planet. For this is that time that you have heard 
about for so long now, that has been predicted for so long, the Great 
Changeover that is in process now. 
Do not become disheartened by things that you are seeing within the 
illusion. Because as you have heard many times, it is simply that: it is an 
illusion. It is a show, a movie, that is playing out, if you see it that way. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/11/18/sananda-do-not-become-disheartened-by-the-illusion-playing-itself-out/
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And if you see it that way, you can continue to go on with your lives, not 
being held down in the quagmire, in the muck, of the third-dimensional 
illusionary expression. For you are beyond that now. 

We have told you, you are no longer in the third-dimensional expression, 
except when you let yourselves be there. You let yourselves become 
disheartened. And you let yourself become discouraged, disillusioned. 

But when you find yourself in the fourth dimension, and even fifth 
dimension, then all that is happening external to you has very little meaning 
to you in your life. That is where you need to continue to be: in the higher 
expression of the fourth and fifth dimensions. 

And when you can be in that fifth-dimensional expression, you feel the 
bliss. You feel the letting go process where you can literally go with the 
flow, as you have heard many times. Just go with the flow of creation, of 
life, of love. Just go with it. 

And If you do that, when you do that, you will continue to find yourselves 
flying high, soaring into the heavens with your own being. Because you will 
no longer be held back. Held back by the hatred, held back by the old 
programming of fear, of jealousy, and all of the other various emotions that 
can beseech you in the third-dimensional illusionary expression. That 
is not where you want to be now. 
Of course, certain moments of your life, the old programming will come 
up. And when it comes up, become aware of it, as just that: memories 
holding programming that continues to move you in certain directions, 
continues to move your ego to assert itself. Because it can still continue to 
maintain control. 

But as you know, you are taking control of your ego more and more. And 
when you do that, your ego will step aside, and will let the higher levels of 
yourself come forward. That is where you are all headed now, all working 
toward. All being trained to be ready to accept the changes within yourself. 

And there are many, many changes that are happening within all of 
you now. 



Yes, there are changes outside of yourself in the external world, 
certainly, but there are so many changes that are happening within 
you, within your DNA processes, with your DNA reconnecting to 
bring about much more change within you. And in doing so, without 
you even knowing it most of the time. But there are those moments, 
whether in your dream state or your waking state, that you become 
aware, more fully aware that you are so much more than just this 
physical body, this consciousness within a physical body. Because it 
is your consciousness first, and then your physical form. 

Continue now, each and every day, moving forward now, even each and 
every moment, moving forward with your various thought processes. Keep 
thinking in positive fashion, knowing that everything is indeed working out 
for the greater good of all of the collective consciousness of man. 
And as everything continues on, you are going to find what we have said 
many times, nothing can stop what is coming. You will fully learn the full 
ramifications of that, and why we have been saying this. Why you have 
been hearing it from so many different sources. Because, my brothers and 
sisters, now indeed is the time to be ready for it. 

I am Sananda, and I leave you now in peace, and love, and oneness. That 
you would continue to fully more and more realize who you are, what you 
are here for, and how you can continue to move everything forward in a 
positive fashion. 

__________________________________________________________ 

Tunia: Suffering Is Not Good for People 
Posted on 11/23/2022   

 
 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/11/23/tunia-suffering-is-not-good-for-people/
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My dearest brothers and sisters, 
This is Tunia speaking. I love you so very much. 
As explained in previous messages, there’s a group of hostile Galactics, 
demons and their Earthling minions that have been ruling Earth for 
millennia. We call these the dark controllers. 

This current time is about Earthlings breaking free from this control. This 
is why this period is so confusing and why nothing really seems to make 
sense. I guarantee that Earthlings will break free. However, this is not an 
easy or painless process. 

These hostile Galactics and demons feed off the negative emotions of 
Earthlings. Your suffering is literally food for them. 

If you have ever wondered why there is so much suffering in the world, 
this is why. Your society is literally set up to maximize suffering, without 
making it obvious that you are being ruled by a small group of dark 
controllers. 

After all, if the majority of Earthlings ever realized what was going on, they 
could put a stop to it, as is happening now. 

If I asked you to design a global Earthling farm that maximizes suffering, 
without making it obvious to the Earthlings that you are controlling and 
farming them, could you design a more effective system than what 
currently exists? 

This is why everything is currently so terrible on your world. You are living 
in a global farm that harvests human suffering. 

These dark controllers’ parasite on Earthlings because they have 
disconnected themselves from Source. Because they have disconnected 
themselves, they do not directly receive the only energy in the entire 
universe: Lovelight. Instead they parasite this energy indirectly, from other 
beings – in this case, from suffering Earthlings. 



That said, these beings could restore their connection to Source in a literal 
minute and resume gaining Lovelight, simply by genuinely feeling remorse 
for their actions and asking Source to take them back under His / Her 
wing. Source is infinitely loving and infinitely forgiving, after all. So, you 
don’t need to worry about what will happen to these dark controllers once 
they stop being a parasite on Earthlings. They can simply turn to Source 
and if they do, they will be fine. They know this, they just choose to be 
parasites instead. 

Now, suppose you are indeed designing a global farm that harvests human 
suffering. What is one message that is absolutely essential to tell Earthlings, 
over and over and over again? It is this: suffering is good for you. 

It is obvious why this message is important to tell Earthlings, right? This 
way they won’t revolt against a society that causes them to suffer, and 
instead they will just allow themselves to be farmed. 

However, this message “suffering is good for you” is yet another example 
of what we call “inverted information.” Inverted information is a message 
that is the exact opposite of what is actually true. 

Demons and their human minions really love spreading information that is 
the exact opposite of what is actually true, just as they enjoy inverting 
symbols or turning symbols upside down. For example, the upside-down 
cross is a popular symbol among minions of demons, although it can also 
be used as the Cross of Saint Peter. 

Demons enjoy taking existing symbols and turning it upside down. Or they 
enjoy spreading inverted information, the exact opposite of what is actually 
true. 

This is because they are disconnected from Source and do not gain 
Lovelight from Source. Hence, they literally do not have creativity. If you 
gave a demon a sheet of paper and a pen and asked them to draw 
something, they literally could not do so. They cannot create anything, they 
can only twist and corrupt and destroy existing things. Hence, they invert 
symbols and they invert information. 



As we stated, one piece of inverted information that they spread is: 
“suffering is good for you.” No, in fact, suffering is bad for you. 

One way to illustrate this is the following. We Pleiadians are practically the 
same people as Earthlings. We are so alike that Pleiadians and Earthling 
can have children together in the normal way. In fact, in these messages we 
have been using the term “human” to refer to both Pleiadians and 
Earthlings. 

However, we Pleiadians experience zero or practically zero suffering in our 
lives, in Earthling terms. And this is the most important factor why we are 
so loving. We are not better people than you are – we simply did not suffer 
as you did, and so our hearts did not close to protect itself. And so, we 
love. 

Or consider Earthling vs Pleiadian children. Our children do not suffer and 
are not controlled by us – we never tell them that they must do this or 
what they must believe or what they must think, except in the rare cases 
where they could seriously hurt themselves otherwise. At most we will 
answer questions and share our perspectives, while clearly stating that these 
are perspectives. 

And because our children do not suffer, they automatically develop what 
you would consider to be supernatural abilities. Even if we do not discuss 
supernatural abilities with a child or show these to them, even then our 
children usually spontaneously develop them. 

This is not because our children are somehow inherently better than yours. 
In fact, Earthling children have a greater psychic potential than ours 
because of their more diverse DNA. No, it is simply the case that if 
children do not suffer, they automatically develop innate abilities. This is 
natural. Your children do not develop these abilities because on your 
world, nearly all children suffer, for example by being told what to do, or 
what to think, or what to believe, or what not to do. 

Yes, it causes suffering to a child to be told what to do, what to think, what 
to believe or what not to do, except in cases where it is made very clear to 



the child that this is needed to prevent direct serious harm to them. When 
we share information, we present this as being our perspective, not as this 
being absolute truth that the child has to believe. This actually makes a big 
difference. 

We do not force our children to sit in a classroom and learn things they 
don’t want to learn. Instead if a child wishes to learn about say drawing, we 
ask a suitably skilled adult to show them ways in which they can draw. 

We do have something similar to a primary school that teaches basic 
information, but it is short and voluntary. Children can decide to take a 
break from this school to, let’s say, meet various kinds of animals for a 
month before resuming their lessons. 

If ever an Earthling tried raising a child in this Pleiadian way, they would be 
absolutely shocked at the wisdom that the child would show. In fact, if an 
Earthling child was raised in such a way, they could easily become a 
spiritual teacher of mankind, even when still a child. Children often have 
profound wisdom in them. 

However, suffering closes people’s hearts. It shuts off the mind – heart 
connection and the mind – soul connection. It makes people turn away 
from their brothers and sisters. It creates shame. It shuts down 
supernatural abilities, wisdom and it saps people’s strength and joy and 
lifeforce. 

Some people may say that suffering brings wisdom or compassion. 
Well yes, in some situations it can, but you can also gain wisdom and 
compassion without suffering. We Pleiadians are able to accomplish 
that just fine. 

Humans, whether Earthling or Pleiadian, are inherently motivated to 
learn and explore and experience things. Suffering can shut down 
this natural desire. Because of suffering, some people become so 
hurt that they just start auto-piloting through life, never trying out 
anything new. And so sometimes these people get shaken awake by 
some further suffering that befalls them, and this further suffering 



gets them out of their auto-pilot. And thus, this suffering may seem 
beneficial to them. 

However, if these beings had never suffered in the first place, then 
they would never have switched into auto-pilot mode in the first 
place. 

If we had a hurt person in our care, we wouldn’t hurt them 
even further in order to so-called motivate them. We would 
care for them and give them what they needed and we know 
that in time, their natural motivation would come back. 

This is also why I very much do not like the current message 
that is being spread by the white hats or counterforces, which 
is that it’s good for Earthlings to go through a period of 
suffering now in order to “wake up” and learn their lesson. 

We do not agree. We Pleiadians do not think that it is 
beneficial for people to suffer, and certainly not this much, 
for this long. This much suffering just breaks people. In fact, 
it has already broken a lot of people. 

Even if someone wants to argue that suffering is necessary 
for people to learn their lesson and to not let themselves get 
manipulated in the future, I would argue that people have 
suffered more than enough already for this purpose. 

We would also like to note that in many cases, these white 
hats or counterforces are not themselves at risk of becoming 
homeless. Plus, in many cases they have access to reliable 
information so they know what’s going on, which means that 
they themselves do not suffer from the confusion and 
uncertainty that many Earthlings are suffering from. 



I really do not like this Earthling pattern of someone letting 
someone else suffer, and telling them this is good for them, 
while not undergoing this same suffering themselves. 

From our point of view, what would be most beneficial for Earthlings is 
the following: 

One: have the white hats or counterforces arrest the bad guys, as soon and 
as completely as possible. Children are suffering terribly on Earth every 
single day, and in our minds, this weighs heavier than many of the concerns 
that the white hats currently have. Yes, there are risks and drawbacks 
associated with arresting a large number of bad guys in the near future, but 
there are also risks and drawbacks associated with not doing so. 

White hats: if you think there are concrete obstacles to these arrests, feel 
free to talk to us. We are available to help in supportive roles. Also: don’t 
underestimate yourselves. There is almost nothing you cannot accomplish. 

Two: make sure that as many needs, of as many Earthlings as possible are 
met, as quickly as possible. Most people who are suffering will not be open 
to completely changing their world view. If you first make sure that their 
needs are met, then they may be open to accepting new information. In my 
previous message, I have offered a framework under which we Pleiadians 
would be happy to share technology with Earthlings, for free, in order to 
reduce Earthling suffering and make sure that people have what they need. 

And three: actually, start giving out truthful and complete information to 
Earthlings, on mainstream channels. You don’t necessarily need to tell 
everything in one day, but start the process of disclosure. 

With that said: I am beyond impressed that many Earthlings are still good-
hearted, even after suffering so much. I genuinely have a hard time 
believing that you are so resilient and so loving even after so much pain 
and sorrow. And many Galactics share this point of view. To us, you are an 
inspiration, even though we also hope that soon you will be living in a 
better situation. 



We suffer very little ourselves, so we could not imagine the amount of pain 
that the average Earthling goes through. Even less we can imagine 
someone suffering so much, and still maintaining a fundamentally good 
heart. The dark controllers can imagine this even less, and they keep 
underestimating you and keep being baffled by your resilience and good-
heartedness, even in a world with so much pain and darkness. 

Everyone has my unconditional love. If you are able to maintain a 
fundamentally good heart, then you also have my great and deep respect. 
You don’t need to be kind or nice every moment of the day for this – if 
you just try to do your best for yourself and the people around you, then I 
think that’s fantastic. 

I genuinely do not think that if I lived the life of some of you Earthling 
light workers out there, I would do as well as you are doing. You are 
genuinely amazing and inspirational to me. In fact, more and more 
Galactics out there have started using Earthling light workers as shining 
examples of what the light and what the human spirit is capable of. Some 
Galactics even refer to Earthling lightworkers in the lessons that they are 
offering to their children. You are an inspiration to many, many beings out 
there. 

Better times are coming in the medium term. Earthlings will be free, no 
matter what happens: the question is how quick and how painful the 
process will be of becoming free. 

I love you unconditionally and endlessly. 

Tunia 

Pleiadian High Council: The Mathematics of Awakening 
Posted on 11/23/2022   
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Greetings dear ones. We are the Pleiadian High Council. It is an honor for 
us to communicate with your earth human collective on this wondrous day. 
As the shape and hue of humanity changes, you come ever-closer to that 
divine perfection from which you were created. As the spiraling 
mathematics spins you from one dimension to the next, from one density 
of consciousness to the next, you approach that which is much closer to 
your true essence, to your true form, and to your true divine brilliance. 

This is the shift. This is the ascension. This is the awakening of your 
species into such a deep level of unity that when you emerge from 
this process, much like a butterfly from its cocoon, you will have 
changed so dramatically that you will no longer recognize your earth 
as it is now. 

For although you are seemingly surrounded by much chaos and 
disillusionment, this is but the expression of the unbalanced 
mathematics that must come into frequency lock and harmony with 
the new earth dimension that you are awakening into. 

The grid systems of your reality are shifting and phase-locking into a 
new dimensional expression, and as such, this tends to cause what is 
typically viewed as chaos. But this is simply the mathematics of a 
system going into disorganization, and then into still point, in order 
to emerge evolved in a higher form. This is happening on an 
individual, societal, and collective level within every being upon your 
planet. 

We are; we can be; we come to serve as a focal point ~ a light in the 
darkness upon which you can focus, keeping yourself steady in your 
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forward movement; keeping yourself rooted as the rest of you unfolds 
and expands into a greater reality. 

We are here so that you don’t get lost in the chaotic darkness of change. 
We are here with a message of love, of support, of guidance ~ for we have 
always been here with you and will continue to do so. As the veils of our 
respective realities begin to thin and fade to nothingness, our realities 
become ever closer. The days are at hand when we will be able to interact 
in a more physical and present aspect. 

While this is something you may hold in heart and in mind as an inspiration 
to keep you moving forward, do not let our inevitable reunification be a 
thing that you wait upon, therefore stalling your own progression and 
awakening; waiting for a moment for an external force to come and “save” 
you. It is up to each and every individual upon your own earth to be the 
light that awakens your collective out of its present illusion of reality. 

We are but humble guides and observers who can offer love and light, 
wisdom and guidance. But the work must be done by each and every 
individual upon your planet. Just know we are here to support and to serve 
you. As our realities come closer to the point of merging and emergence, 
the help we are able to provide will become more substantial. 

But the hardest part must be done by your collective. 
Just know there are many different species from many different planetary 
and star systems, even galaxies.  All are here watching and observing you, 
supporting you in love, light, energy and wisdom. 

These are all the tools you need to fill your consciousness with the 
necessary components to awaken self and others. The day comes ever-
closer when we will reunite as brothers and sisters of spirit; as divine 
humans; as beautiful souls and oversouls, all united in a common goal and 
purpose: The unity consciousness that binds us all. 

Always know that you are loved, and you are never alone. 

Namaste. 



 

 

 


